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Building Bridges for the Sycamore Tree in Europe 

PF England &Wales organised a Sycamore Tree Project® ‘vision-trip’ in the London area in 

November and December for the French General Prison Chaplain Brice Deymié (Protestant Church), 

who is also the IPCA Europe President, and the French General Prison Chaplain Vincent Leclair 

(Catholic Church). Prison Fellowship Switzerland took also part in the second December 

training represented by Claudia Christen, Restorative Justice Advocate and STP –Sycamore Tree 

Project®- leader for Switzerland. PFI Regional Envoy, Dominique Alexandre, also participated in his 

role as a long time PF Switzerland volunteer leader.  

Claudia, Dominique, Brice Deymié, Emmanuel Bozzi (pastor of a 

French Church) and Vincent Leclair on their way to Winchester 

Both General Prison Chaplains of France were 

very enthusiastic about the STP vision-trip, which 

included a prison visit and STP training. They left 

convinced that PF E&W has developed an efficient 

programme impacting the reoffending rate, 

restoring communities, supporting victims, 

rebuilding relationships… Brice attended the first 

and the final session of the course six weeks later; he witnessed behavioural changes in the 

participating inmates at Winchester prison.  The Chaplains expressed their desire to adapt the project 

to the French context, and envisage participating in the founding of an association affiliated to PFI 

(which France does not have yet and must have in order to start the patented programme).  RJ 

initiatives do not exist in prisons in France, yet there is a growing awareness of the need for a large 

emphasis. Politics require that there might be openness with the government. The General Chaplains 

have the power to influence chaplaincies in every prison. Claudine Figueira, who attended the PFI 

European Summit in Amsterdam March 2014, is the STP tutor in England who conducted this 

gathering and led the excellent final session in Winchester Prison. 



The drawing made by a muslim inmate at Winchester Prison as an act of 
restitution expressing his wish for reconciliation   

The participants were enthusiastic about being able to meet staff 

and volunteers from PF E&W : Howard Dodd (Chairman), Geoff 

Baxter (new ED see previous Newsletter), Penny Parker (Board Member 

and STP Leader-tutor), Claire Bonham (Head of Operations), and 

STP Facilitators in Winchester Prison as well as the Deputy Prison 

Governor and victims involved in STP. Two victims, Gillaine, Ray 

and Vi Donavan, related their very touching personal testimony 

of healing and restoration resulting from the programme.  

The Committee of Swiss Chaplains for RJ initiative had been persuaded by a PF team in 
November to select Sycamore Tree Project ® (STP) as the first ever RJ programme to run in prisons 
in Switzerland. A partnership will soon be established with the intent of starting STP in 2 prisons 
in 2015. The manuals are now ready in German, soon to be translated into French, English and 
Italian. PF E&W gave good insight in terms of advertising the programme too. New flyers have 
been printed and facilitators are being interviewed and recruited for training. 
Visit PF Switzerland's new homepage on restorative justice: www.prisonfellowship-rj.ch 

 

Giving Victims a Voice 

Why engage in STP as a victim?   Why bother taking care of offenders when you are a victim 

yourself ? Ray and Vi Donavan, volunteers with PF England & Wales whose son was 

beaten to death at the age of 18, answered firmly this question:  
“IT GIVES YOU A VOICE”. “We got healed just by giving us a voice 
at the beginning, a voice that no one at the court, at the police or 
even at the victim support associations gave us”, Vi said with tears 
in her eyes, 15 years after that dramatic night.  “When I saw the real 
repentance of an inmate at the end of the STP course, it changed my 
own attitude. It is also this programme that encouraged the offender 
of my son to tell the truth to us, the parents of his victim. Getting the 

truth has been crucial for us. It means we can move on; it is the most important thing for a 
victim… It’s given me back a humanity in my heart that had been gone after the murder, I can care 
again.’’   

Brice Deymié reported that in France, 10 % of the trial provides the victim a voice. Although not 
sufficient, France provides more time and care for the victim than Britain. 
In 2014, Ray and Vi Donavan visited more than 40 prisons in the UK, giving their testimony to the 
inmates - raising victim awareness. “We don’t call them inmates we call them our friends”, said 
the couple.  Read more about the couple: http://www.chrisdonovantrust.org/  

In 2014, PF E&W ran 127 Sycamore Tree courses, attended by 2095 offenders from 47 prisons 
throughout the country. The program’s growth is impressive: a 13% increase in participants over 
the last two years and an average of five new prisons involved each year! PF E&W leadership 
team has the vision to deliver STP in ALL prisons in the country. 
The government is challenging the organisation to prove impact on reoffending rates in order to 
continue providing financial support. But as Ray and Vi said, “STP is not an exact science, there 
will never be a guarantee; it’s not about statistics… its about human beings.”  

http://www.prisonfellowship-rj.ch/
http://www.chrisdonovantrust.org/


 

Concert brings partners together  

PF Czech Republic sponsored a concert featuring ‘’AquaVita’’ – a Swiss pop band  - as 

part of the October annual gathering of PF members and partners. Interviews with a crime 
victim, two chaplains, and ex-offenders as well as a public reading of a letter from prison were 
presented intermittently between meaningful songs. A family witnessed about the Angel Tree ® 
children project : Last year the family struggled financially, and the father was in prison. Yet 
through Angel Tree®,  the three children received toys for Christmas. This year it is the family's 
turn to buy gifts for needy children; the fortunate children were introduced to the audience 
during the  concert! The once struggling family even donated money to  PF CZ  for other families 
with incarcerated members.  

A leader from the Prison Administration addressed the audience at the official opening of the 
concert, which was filmed by Christian TV. Unfortunately the program conflicted with the first 
day of fall holidays, so many of the anticipated visitors had already left Prague. Gabriela 
Kabátová, the executive director of PFCZ, said she believes that the event, while aimed to benefit 
those impacted by the prison system, should in fact help all members of society by bringing them 
together through music. 

AquaVita singers provided free concerts inside three prisons in the country with amazing 
success. 

 

 

 
 

Healing and Restorative Justice promoted in the Church 

On October 18 and 19, Prison Fellowship Spain (CONCAES) led a conference on healing and 

liberation. Marcela Reni, President of Prison Fellowship Italy, and Father José Pereira, Board 

Member and spiritual advisor, were the guest speakers. An estimated 200 people attended the 
event, which took place in a Church related to the Charismatic Renewal. 

Marcella captivated the audience with her testimony of how her perception towards prisoners 
changed when she, in her capacity as a notary, visited a man in prison. The prisoner was very 
depressed, and she promised to pray for him afterwards, which she did in the first days after the 



visit. One day the man, released from prison, came to see her and said that at the time that she 
had visited him, he had planned to kill himself; but because of her prayer and visit, he did not. 
Marcela was astonished and so excited, because she had forgotten him. This story was the 
beginning of her involvement in the ministry of Prison Fellowship. Marcela shared also the great 
results in Italy of the restorative justice program (Sycamore Tree) that has become the most 
important RJ project in the country. Another story she told the audience concerned Pope Francis’ 
favourable behaviour towards charismatic groups. Once when he was in Argentina visiting a 
prison of the hardest regime, he watched a group of young Christians singing and praying with 
prisoners, many of them considered the most violent people, who seemed to have changed their 
hearts as they voluntary came to faith and to have compassion for others. 

Whenever possible, PF Spain plans to organize this as an annual event and through it to attract 
volunteers and raise public awareness of the need to love and help prisoners, victims and their 
families. Many of the people who participated committed to pray for the prisoners and for the 
TPJ (The Prisoner’s Journey) that PFS is about to launch with the guidance of the PFI secretariat. 
This project is quite ambitious - a journey through the Gospel of Mark for eight weekly sessions. 
PF Spain aims to reach 2760 prisoners in three years, approximately 4% of the prison population 
in Spain, and to include 160 volunteers. Dave Van Patten and Dominique Alexandre from PFI 
will visit PF Spain in January, meet key partners, and hopefully sign with PF Spain a 
Memorandum of Understanding.  

 

Angel Tree appeal 

Most Prison Fellowship organisations in Europe and Central Asia are currently very involved with 
the Angel Tree programme. Here is a model of ‘advertising’ the 
programme with simple words to all donors and partners in the 

ministry by Billy Paul, PF Scotland’s Director:  

“Christmas is a very difficult time for families who have a loved 
one in prison and for the person in prison, but especially for 
their children. The financial pressure on families at Christmas 
can remove all the joy and take away all that Christmas should 
be about – Good News of great Joy for everyone. This is 
particularly true when a family member is in prison. The Angel 
Tree appeal ensures parents can share some of the joy of 
Christmas through a small gift for their child and our support for 
the appeal means mums and dads are more open to more Good 
News in this advent season’’. 
Hopefully PF Scotland will get a positive response so as to give 
joy to more than 700 children (statistics AT 2013-2014).  

*** 

60 shoebox Christmas gifts were shipped by the Anglican 

Church of Vevey CH to PF Bulgaria for children of 

prisoners aged 4 to 14. The shoeboxes were given as a support to 
their Angel Tree campaign, with the logistic help of Ivan& Reni 
Sotirov. They were enthusiastically appreciated by the volunteers 

                        of the campaign, just as last year.   (picture: AT beneficiaries Bulgaria 2013) 



 

Association of Friends of PFI:  Nathalie Rod Dumoulin ends her time at PFI 

after serving for 10 years as Director of AAFIP. She will be greatly missed by her partners in 
Switzerland and by the NMs around the world. Nathalie 
contributed greatly to the organization; she was instrumental in 
integrating the AAFIP into a small number of recognized Swiss 
associations accredited to receive government funding. She spent 
the last two years of her service leading the collaboration with PF 
Rwanda on the Reconciliation Project (Living Bricks) supported by 
the Swiss government through AAFIP. Nathalie will be replaced as 
of January 2015 by Denis Tschann, a former Caritas France staff 
member.  
 
Nathalie (in blue), with Natacha, Project Manager who left AAFIP earlier this year. They both sacrificed part of their family life to engage in the 
ministry.  

 
PRAYER REQUESTS Please pray for : 
   

 Henry, Gabriela’s husband from PF Czech Republic. Henry must undertake serious surgery  

 
 the recovery of Tobias Merckle’s mother and the youngsters at Seehaus (PF Germany). 

 

 PF Spain as they are preparing the site assessment trip for final agreement in launching TPJ (the 
Prisoner’s Journey) project in 2015.  
 

 Claudine and the group of key partners considering ways to introduce RJ programmes and start a 
PF ministry in France 
 

 21 and 22 January 2015 conference to be held in Leonberg (Seehaus – Germany) in cooperation 
with the German Probation Association and the Baden-Württemberg Ministry of Justice. The topic 
will be "The victims and the Criminal Justice", in the frame of the Building Bridges RJ project 
funded by the EU (7 PFI affiliates take part in the initiative). 
 

 the establishment of the PFI European Office in Germany in the Spring 2015, God willing. 

…Let’s follow together  

the Star of Bethlehem … 

Dominique Alexandre and all his 
collaborators wish you a wonderful 
Christmas and a blessed new year 
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